The Joy of Writing
Handwriting is an integral part of one’s life; it
is something that identifies oneself and at the
same time distinguishes oneself. We believe
that like handwriting; every pen has its one
character and personality and which is why
fountain pens still survive with pride in an era
that is moving towards digitalization. Vazir
pens aims at accompanying each personality
and its uniqueness with pride and therefore
each pen is crafted with that belief of making
it stand out as a unique personality.
Writing is passion to some and music to some.
For a few; writing is meditation and for many
it acts as stress buster. The benefits of writing
are many and proven by science too, but what
cannot be proved by science is the satisfaction
and pleasure that one can get by writing with
a nice fountain pen.

Vazir Pens Features at a Glance
>> Premium Acrylics
>> Solidly Built
>> High quality brass accents
>> CC filler
>> #6 Stainless Steel Nib
>> 2 yr Warranty
>> Nib width: F, M, B, semi flex
>> Snap on Cap
>> Lustrous finish
>> High QC

Handwriting is more connected to the movement of the heart - Natalie Goldberg

Something for Everyone
The heart of each fountain pen is the nib. The Most common reason why many
first time fountain pen users give up is absence of writing pleasure due to a nib
not suitable for them.

Vazir Fountain Pens has something for everyone; right from people who have
good handwriting to someone who prefers writing broad or someone who
writes very small and uses only for signatures. We also have something for
people who write with soft hands and some others who use pressure while
writing. A semi flex option is available too for those who wish to try out flexing.
The Nibs are #6 screws out nibs that make it not only easy maintenance but
quick replacement too.

Life is like a box of
crayons and we
believe adding colour
to life makes life
interesting.
The Vazir fountain
pens come in 4
colour variants,
something that will
catch everyones
eyes.

The Soul becomes dyed with the colour of its thoughts - Marcus Aurelius

Our Contact Points
We are in the process of adding dealers and looking
to increase Retail Partners Globally.
The Vazir Pens are priced at INR 2500/- or USD
35.00 currently

Vazir Pens are Currently available at the following stores:
1 Bharti Stores
Sayak Adhya
2 Pens Point
Ravi Tiwari

(Kolkata)
+91-8697940988
(Delhi)
+91-9711427616

3 Vasanis Pen Gallery
Ritesh Vasani

(Ahmedabad)
+91-9825976610

4 Care Stationery

(Pune)

Rajesh Pillai
5 Excellent Stationers
Manoj

+91-9822033280
(Mumbai)
+91-9820109467

Vazir Pens are Currently available at the following websites and social media platforms:
1 www.thepenworld.com
E-mail:

info@thepenworld.com

2 www.thepenseeker.com
E-mail:

sales@thepenseeker.com

3 www.fountainpenindia.com
E-mail:

fountainpenindia@gmail.com

4 ThePenKart
E-mail:

thepenkart@gmail.com
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